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Abstract
A defining characteristic of the Information
Systems field is its lack of identity, generic
curriculum guidelines and diverse application of
curricula across geographic regions, cultural
priorities and in line with institutional objectives.
This diversity has caused many to feel the field is
fluid: one with a multitude of relevant skills, roles
and social contexts accepted as relevant to the field.
This multitude and inconsistent prioritisation leaves
Information Systems students with different skill sets
and intellectual priorities. To complicate matters,
Information Systems researchers stress the
importance of the ability to work in a team, which by
design results in further delegation of responsibility
and intellectual focus and prioritisation. This
research examines the existential elements and
identity forming factors caused by exposure to a
team environment. In this endeavour it was found
that the students identified their first team event as
an existential catalyst that spurred identity
formation and recognition of their desired identities
and intellectual prioritisation.

1. Introduction
In examining the history of the Information
Systems field one is met with debates of identity,
undefined and changing boundaries and different
areas of focus [3, 14, 20, 28]. A lack of agreed
definition and fluidity of “border zones” have
resulted in an acceptance that diversity is a
fundamental property of the field [1, 21, 29, 32]. An
abundance of research identifies a “plethora” of
relevant intellectual factors [2] including
psychology, sociology, cognition, computer science,
strategy, marketing, accounting and operations
[4,28]. With so many relevant intellectual factors the
field is described as “one of the most dynamic fields
that has ever existed” [8]. In and amongst the
relevant skills needed, authors identify team work as
an important non-technical skill required for industry
[8,16,33]. Teamwork, by design, results in a division
of responsibility and a need for specialisation and
focus. Therefore one could argue that the importance
and need for teamwork result in learners being
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unable to focus on and prioritize all relevant factors.
Our previous focus when reporting on this research
was presented at CICE 2016 titled Teamwork: A
Metaphorical Fork in the Identity Formation of
Information Systems Students. It was concerned with
examining the role and effect of teamwork in
competency development of Information Systems
students. It examined the relationship between group
experiences and career trajectory and found the first
major team event in their academic careers to be a
metaphorical fork pushing students into a career
path. Teamwork was also identified as a catalyst that
allowed students to move beyond theoretical
scenarios and experience a sense of realism which
led
to
motivation,
energy,
comradeship,
confirmation and confidence as well as conflict and
tension. This paper focuses more specifically on the
existential experiences one faces throughout the
teamwork experience. It is argued that teamwork,
and working in different teams, spurs a process of
cyclical existential questioning that allows students
to move away from narrowmindedness. This allows
them to recognise their abilities or limitations and
move away from being transfixed on a specific role
or ideology.

2. Vast Intellectual Territory
Diversity and a vast intellectual territory have
been introduced as defining characteristics of the
Information Systems field. This section examines the
implications of the vastness of the field.

2.1. Many Relevant Social Contexts
In examining definitions of the field, one may
become perplexed by the generic and vague
descriptions of the field. Tatnall and Burgees [38]
argue the establishment of the field involves a
separation from computer science as it “concentrates
upon the socio-technical aspects surrounding the
implementation and use of ICT in organisations
rather than the technical side of systems
development” [38]. That is to say, the study of IS
involves recognition of information as a resource
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within an organisation that requires management.
Historically this created a need for a new profession
where technically focused computer scientists would
seek to understand the social aspects of business and
business requirements in order to enhance processes
through technical means.
IS practitioners are focussed on “what people do
with the software and each other” thereby “keeping
people and organisations in the picture at all times”
[24]. Practitioners in the field could act as mediators
concerned with knowledge of machines, human
behaviour [18] and the symbiotic relationship
between these entities. Leidig et al. [27] argue a need
for Information Systems practitioners to identify and
“design opportunities for IT-Enabled organizational
improvement.” Improvement would involve “an
understanding of what has become possible due to
advances in technology” and an “insight into some
unmet organisational or societal need” [14]. If one
considers these description there are many possible
domains in which Information Systems practitioners
can operate. Examples can range from debt
collection, to finance, to air traffic control, to
statistical performances of athletes, to tracing
inventory levels in medical institutions. Roode [37]
argues that “inappropriate application designs,
difficulty of use and outright failure of many
systems” are caused by an imbalance of focus
between technical factors and an understanding of
social contexts. King and Lyytinen [22] agree,
describing IT as a “complementary asset in
production and operation, and its value cannot be
understood without the context of its application.”
Perhaps one could argue that all social contexts
cannot be catered for in development of Information
Systems practitioners.

2.2. Many Available and Relevant Roles
In addition to a wide range of social contexts, an
assessment of literature identified many additional
relevant roles and factors. Chao and Shih [9]
identified five different categories of relevant skills,
namely: ‘End-User Support’, ‘Business Analyst’,
‘Training’, ‘Web and Interface Design’ and
‘Technical Writing.’ In contrast Richards et al. [36]
identified four categories of radically different skills
relevant to the IS field: ‘Soft’, ‘Business’,
‘Technical’ and ‘Green’, the latter being unique to
the study and concerned with sustainable IT
practices and reducing effects on the environment.
These categories contained a total of 84 skills
relevant to the field. Soft skills were regarded as
important with skills such as ‘ability to learn/lifelong
learning’, ‘analytical/ critical/logical thinking’,
‘integrity/honesty/ethics’,
‘business
problem
solving’, and ‘responsibility’ being emphasised.
Similarly to Richards et al. [36], Chao and Shih [9]
highlighted vast contrasts in skills required,
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highlighting that while Business Analysts required
testing, quality assurance, and database management
skills, Web and Interface Designers require creative
and artistic abilities. In this vast intellectual territory
with many different possible social contexts and a
large number of roles, persistent technological
change has caused constant changes to the roles
relevant to the field. Hirschheim and Klein [20]
argued that the field seemed to travel through history
and repeatedly surprise itself with the need to
discard its identity in the presence of new hardware
capabilities.

2.3. Embracing Vastness
Ramos-Torres [32] argued that Information
Systems programs are losing “border zones” and
traditional focus is being absorbed by closely related
fields. Literature shows evidence of opposition to
attempts to restrict or control the vastness of the
field. Fichman et al. [14] argued that the innovation
necessary for operating in the field could be
triggered only by emphasis on situations where
“requirements are changing and unclear.” King and
Lyytinen [22] argue that to narrow a field of such
intellectual territory and rapid change, would limit
its effectiveness. In arguing against advocates of a
single solution methodology, Walsham [41] went as
far as to state that limiting the vastness of the field
with a core focus, boundaries and regulation would
serve as a metaphorical “straightjacket” affecting the
ability of the field to operate in an interdisciplinary
way. Rahimi and Scott [30] argued that curricula do
not change quickly enough in response to industry
needs. Evidence of movement away from core focus
can be found in examining curricula and the history
of curriculum development. In developing IS2002
Topi et al. [39] argued that the IS curriculum should
“guide” course development rather that “prescribe.”
Gargone et al. [16], identified four loose areas of
focus: knowledge of technology, a non-theoretical
understanding of business, ability to analyse and
think critically, and communication and team skills.
IS2002 called for a combination of these skills to
enhance business objectives. The IS2010 are the
latest curriculum guidelines and an update to
IS2002. Topi et al. [39] describe the IS curriculum as
having become more generic in response to
encouragement for adaption to institutional and
regionally relevant needs [5]. A significant part of
IS2010’s more generic approach was an
acknowledgement that its predecessor, focused
narrowly on the business domain and that
application existed outside of business social
contexts [30]. Domains such as law and medicine
could benefit from IS applications [27]. To achieve
this IS2010 also encouraged the use of elective
subjects to allow a learner to form their own
applications in many possible social contexts. IS
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2010 sought to acknowledge an inability to apply IS
curriculum globally and consistently. The guidelines
became less regulated and left more room for
academic institutions to interpret and apply
curriculum diversely and inconsistently. In line with
Gupta and Wachter's notion that [19] “no single IS
curriculum can possibly achieve all of industry’s
requirements” the IS2010 guidelines also
acknowledged
that
traditional
curriculum
development had not catered for requirements of
non-North American schools. Ezer [13] describes the
state of IT education as a comical irony. While IT
has possibly played the most significant role in
globalisation, not only does IT education not
converge to a worldwide standard, but curriculum
developers are encouraging flexibility. Lee [25] and
Ezer [13] identified inconsistencies between
curriculum globally, and Brown et al. [6] identified a
need for different applications to cater for the
different cultural priorities of students.
Assessing
the
adoption
of
IS2010,
retrospectively, Leidig et al. [27] found a lack of
adaptation by a majority of institutions with there
being “no underlying theme, framework across
topics.” The most contentious point was IS2010’s
suggestion that programming be made optional.
Kroeze et al. [24] argued that its removal would
place emphasis on “instrumental knowledge” and
reduce the appreciation of the need for analytical
thinking skills. Leidig et al. [27] argued that labour
statistics proved a demand for programming related
jobs in industry. It was also identified that the
suggestion to remove programming was largely
ignored and in contrast: evidence of increased
programming focus were found [27]. In forming a
team one might be perplexed about the importance
of the programming role as a result of the lack of
adherence to guidelines.

3. Existentialism in Role Selection
This section defines existentialism and discusses
the existential challenges a student may face as a
result of being placed in a team and needing to
choose a role. These difficulties may arise from
having to make uninformed choices about the vast
intellectual territory, the abundance or roles, the
many social context and persistent disagreement
around guidelines, areas of focus and boundaries.
This perplexity could be likened to an existential
challenge.

3.1. Existentialism Defined
A person who possess an existential attitude
toward competence development is one who
considers themselves as an independent entity [30];
who has their attention focused and directed toward
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their own nature [15]. Through interaction, reflection
and action based on their own standards and wills
[30] they seek to develop self-knowledge and selfawareness thereby developing competence. This
process involves exposing oneself to the harsh
danger of existence and placing oneself in situations
which will require them to experience discomfort
and ultimately despair at failure as well as joy at
success [12]. These exposures are not a unique, once
off endeavour, but rather a cyclical process of
disintegration, where one leaves one’s comfort zone
and subsequently “falls apart” [42]. Once this has
happened it may lead to positive integration, where
one rebuilds oneself at a higher level of
understanding [10].

3.2. The Nature of Information Systems
The inconsistent application of curriculum
combined with the vast and dynamically changing
career opportunities present in the field could lead
one to argue that there is a lack of agreement about
what constitutes IS skills [9,36]. Ramos-Torres [32]
argue that vendor and industry certifications add to
the challenge faced by academia in creating
sufficient curriculum as students may be drawn to
various vendor specific qualifications instead of
general skills. It is argued that Information Systems
Students must take existential initiative to
independently investigate the truth of the different
perspectives and priorities they are presented with
[31]. Reffell and Whitworth [34] present an analogy
that an expectation of combined, generally relevant
skills would be similar to “summarising squash,
snooker, swimming and soccer under the single
heading of ‘sport’ and then going on to believe that
all relevant ‘sporty’ skills can be acquired.”
Consider the Information Systems student in contrast
to a medical student. Medical fields produce
standard graduates as general practitioners, within a
framework of strict ethical and legal regulation
governed by the Hippocratic Oath [17], who can
choose to specialise later. In contrast to other fields,
the IS student has the pressure of making potentially
career defining decisions about specialisation during
their undergraduate studies. One could argue that
such decisions could be uninformed and the
perplexity created by the task of choosing facilitate a
small existential crisis. A crisis in which a student
would be overwhelmed by the perplexities of choice.
In terms of ethics the field of Information Systems is
notoriously loose with some describing it as lawless
environment similar to the Wild West where:
“copyright infringement, piracy, pornography and
many other ethically dubious materials” freely
distributed [17]. In terms of history, the field itself is
one of constant re-creation of focus, revaluation of
priorities and rebirth of identity [20], often met with
utter surprise [11]. Despite arguments in favour of
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the establishment of ethical codes which Information
Systems practitioners could subscribe to, no such
codes of conduct exist [7]. One could argue that the
path of the Information Systems student and
practitioner is one of continuous existential
challenges of intellectual prioritisation, ethics and
industry wide identity re-creation.

3.3. Teamwork and Role Stripping
In addition to the pressure of having to choose a
role/specialisation, the effect of teamwork must also
be considered. Teamwork by definition involves a
separation of roles and responsibilities. There is an
abundance of literature [8,9,16,24,25,32,36,39]
identifying teamwork and team skills as crucial in
helping learners develop skills necessary to gain
analytical assessment and interpersonal and
communication skills necessary for industry. It is
possible that students in a team environment who are
unsure or unguided as to the nature of certain roles
may face existential challenges in role selection. To
complicate matters, the traditional career path, from
programmer or analyst to senior management, is no
longer relevant with practitioners having varying
skill sets based on their career paths [26]. It is likely
that being placed in different teams may cause
students to face multiple storming phases in their
career paths. These may cause role changes or role
stripping which is an essential part of existential
competence development as “at some point, all of
our roles will be stripped from us” which will result
in one facing “provocative questions” [42].
Whilst Tuckman [40] conceptualises a relatively
smooth four stages of group development (forming –
when groups come together, storming – when groups
experience initial conflict and clashes, norming –
when groups come to some form of agreement and
start being productive, performing – when teams are
motivated and knowledgeable) it is possible and
likely that Information Systems students may face
lengthy time or even become stuck in the storming
phase. There may be a need for Dabrowski’s [10]
existential disintegration (where one breaks down)
and positive reintegration (where one transcends to a
higher level of understanding) to occur resulting in
an uncomfortable process of identity evaluation and
reformation. Intuitively one may feel the most
provocative questions, the largest existential crisis
and the most potent event of disintegration could be
caused by a student’s first major project experience.
One may feel the need to research and examine the
effect this event has on students.

4. Research Design
4.1. Research Purpose
Like vastness, a lack of identity and inconsistent
application of curriculum characterise the field [28],
there are many roles and specialisations with no real
agreement of priorities and focus. As a result of this,
it was argued that choosing a role or specialisation
may be a naïve or uninformed decision, raising
perplexing questions about ones desired identity that
could be influenced by a team environment. Whilst
research has been conducted about the differing
focus and prioritisation on a global [13,25],
institutional [27], and cultural level [6], there is a
lack of research into the effect of differentiation on
an individual level in the field. The authors feel, if it
is accepted that global, institutional or cultural
priorities can effect a student, there is a need to
examine the effects of the first team event on an
individual students role and career choice. In
assessing the peers’ influence on an individual’s
growth and career trajectory this research focusses
on examining the existential identity forming
experiences, a student may have while working in a
team.

4.2. Research Sample and Philosophy
This research comprises a case study with an
interpretive analysis of participant responses.
Interpretive research recognises the value of
analysing unique circumstances [23] and an inability
to negate personal experiences and interpretation
from the subject under study [35]. There is a
recognition that each instance of research is a
“unique historical occurrence” [23] that cannot be
separated from its unique cultural environment.
Qualitative analysis was conducted of the reflective
accounts of project and teamwork experiences of
Information Systems graduates from the University
of Cape Town. The sample was cross sectional as
opposed to longitudinal as data was collected in
2012 and 2014 from a sample of 44 graduates (who
graduated over a period of 5 years) with different
levels of experience and exposure to industry. For
ethical reasons no willing interviewees were
excluded from the sample. Ethical clearance was
obtained from the Faculty of Commerce at the
University of Cape Town twice during the study.

4.3. Data Treatment and Analysis
Data was collected in the form of 34 face to face
audio recorded semi structured interviews and 10 email questionnaires. The interview and questionnaire
were designed through a cyclical process of
consultation and intended to allow the respondent to
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reflect on their first team experience and how it may
have effected them. Audio files were personally
transcribed and proof read by the author. This
allowed for deeper understanding and reflection on
the responses. By conducting an interpretive
thematic analysis, which that reality is a social
construct and involves “sense making” analysis
without predefined variables [23], of the qualitative
data, responses were examined, coded and
categorised in by their relevance to the initial
concerns of the researcher. In addition new concerns
were induced and presented.

tension and conflicts, surprisingly no participants
expressed bullying or felt that they were bullied into
their role.
I am a

I am an

Developer

Analyst

I am a

Leader

I am a

Tester

5. Findings
Through evaluating responses it was found that
the first team experience acts as a metaphorical fork
in the path of Information Systems students and as
an existential catalyst motivating learners to pick an
area of specialisation. Figure 1 provides a graphical
representation of the findings that are discussed in
the sections that follow.

Team Event

Dialog, Conflict,
Confirmation

General
General Skills
Skills

5.1. Teamwork is a Catalyst
All 44 of the participants identified their first
major group experience, a third-year project that
included all stages of the SDLC (Software
Development Life Cycle) in groups of 4 to 5 people,
as the most significant part of their development. 31
of these participants (70.45%) made statements that
explicitly highlighted the teamwork involved in this
project as a central part of their development.
Teamwork was described as key to career
development.
A respondent described team
members who were competent and just as passionate
as the most significant part of his development.
Teamwork provided real project management
exposure as people who had different strengths and
weaknesses were placed in the same space.
The responses indicated evidence that students
had experienced existential disintegration and
positive reintegration. Disintegration, and despair,
came as a result of their going through Tuckman’s
storming phase where they faced situations which
were awkward, quite tough and nasty. By having to
find one’s own strength within the team students had
to disintegrate not only in their roles but also selfdetermined visions for their team. Under these
circumstances conflict resolution exercises were
undertaken to enable movement towards Tuckman’s
forming and norming stages. By engaging with peers
they had to reintegrate into new roles with new
dynamics and collectively integrate toward a shared
direction. These situations provided a sense of
realism that exposed learners to situations beyond
academia not replicable in textbooks where theories
and concepts became tangible. Although there was
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Figure 1. Main Elements of Findings

In contrast there was an element of comradeship
where students learned a lot and fed off on each
other’s learning energy, whilst motivating, pushing
themselves and pushing each other.

5.2. Individual Maturing
Whilst the effect of team work and its influence
was established as a catalyst for existential growth
evidence was also found of students taking personal
responsibility in retrospectively reflecting on the
project. In analysing responses there was a large
number of pronouns and a recognition of the
requirement to self-teach themselves through
situations and analyse: what did I do wrong, what
did I do right? Some respondents remarked that
teamwork created the opportunity for some to
develop their leadership capabilities. A respondent
remarked: I guess knowing that I wanted to be the
team leader the following year I knew it was very
important that I develop those skills. The danger of
isolation and the usefulness of team experience were
emphasised by a participant who drew strength and
confidence from confirmations from the team who
were happy with their performance. Another
participant concurred expressing difficulty in finding
motivation in isolation and an inability to motivate
himself. Through having input from other people
while working on a team he claimed to learned 8
times faster. Students seem to have recognised the
need to be in a team, face discomfort, disintegrate
their self-established notions and step out of their
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comfort zones and then reintegrate into a new
identity and role within their team. In terms of
Figure 1, team work resulted in learners moving
away from being passive recipients with general
skills into an environment that sparked dialog,
constructive conflict and confirmation of ability.

5.3. Project Experience - a Metaphorical Fork
in the Road
The
dialog,
constructive
conflict
and
confirmations of ability experienced during the first
project instance resulted in existential disintegration
which manifested itself in the form of role stripping,
or recreation, and acted as a metaphorical fork in the
road, or career path, which lead to learners
specialising and focusing on a certain role or
intellectual area. This existential disintegration can
be quantified through assessing the responses related
to changes in roles. It was found that 24 (54.55%)
respondents changed roles as a result of their first
project experience. Although, 8 of the 24
participants (33.33%) stayed in their role they
expressed that they had ventured deeper and had a
better understanding of the nature of their adopted
role. The team experience was one which allowed
slotting into roles, everyone finding their comfort
zone and what they were good at. One respondent
remarked that: The fact that we were in a group and
we sort of found our own strength within that group,
so certain people were good at certain things which
meant that you necessarily couldn't be the strength
in that area, so you sort of found your areas so I
found myself being pushed into that more analyst
documentation role. A learner could be dynamic
enough to switch roles and also be exposed to other
areas. One could argue that being placed in a team
was provocation that leads to learners choosing
roles, thereby sending them on a certain career
trajectory and forming an identity around that role.
Commitment to a role could be seen as an identityforming commitment. In terms of Figure 1, learners
would find their own strength in a role and diversify
responsibility amongst themselves before embarking
on a career trajectory and retrospectively declaring
their identity.

6. Synthesis
In examining the findings in relation to the
literature four main elements stand out. These
elements are graphically represented in Figure 2 and
discussed in this section.
Firstly, the students confirmed the widely agreed
upon sentiment that teamwork was an essential skill
needed [8, 9, 16, 24, 25, 32, 36, 39] to grow as
Information Systems practitioners. Teamwork was
primarily identified as essential in developing
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interpersonal and communication skills. Students
stated that it allowed them to find their own strength
and through co-operation they learned a lot and fed
off on each other’s learning energy.

How? That’s part of the
Journey

New Team will make me grow

My Team Made Me

There are skills I don’t have

I am a

Developer

I don’t know everything

There are other perspectives

Figure 2. Conceptual Overview

Teamwork enabled people who had different
strengths and weaknesses to form identities around
roles. In relation to Figure 2, one could say that the
learner’s identity in the first place was formed by
being in a team. Secondly students confirmed
literatures identification of vast contrasts relevant
skills and roles (one study identifying five [36] with
another identifying four relevant [9] categories with
an array of diverse skills between categories from
analysis to creative abilities) relevant to the field.
Rather than causing perplexity and bullying the
students felt teamwork enabled them to form their
own identity by slotting into roles and everyone
finding their comfort zone. The first team event
provided an environment that allowed one to
disintegrate their self-perception and then experience
positive reintegration with a new identity
corresponding to the role they established within the
team. In relation to Figure 2, one could say learners
acknowledged their place within a team and gained
an awareness of their strengths and limitations (skills
they don’t have). Thirdly, there was no evidence of
awareness or concern over literatures discussion
about the rapid technological changes [20],
geographical [13] and cultural challenges [6] causing
an inability of curriculum to achieve industry needs
[26,27]. Students were aware of other perspectives
(globe shown in Figure 2) but acknowledged that
they needed to follow their own path and that by
being enrolled in an institution that they had
obtained a basic framework that provided kind of the
minimal basics that you need to survive in terms of
being able to go into an organisation. Lastly, in
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relation to Reffell and Whitworth’s [34] analogy (the
inadequacy of athletes participating in different
sports could acquire ‘sporty’ skills), students
acknowledged they had learned initial lessons (not
knowing everything as shown in Figure 2). Taking
initial lessons and being placed in a new team
allowed them to apply the lessons learnt successfully
and confidently do things correctly in another
context with another perspective. The expressed
desire to reapply and apply lessons learned implies
an awareness of the need to constantly revaluate and
place oneself in different circumstances, each
providing lessons and forming part of a journey of
identity creation.
One could argue that the provocative questions,
existential crisis and disintegration caused by facing
the metaphorical fork of the first project experience
enabled students to be humbled and be more in tuned
with the limitations of their abilities.

7. Conclusion
This research sought to examine the effect of the
first group experience on career trajectory by
assessing the role teamwork could play in shaping a
student’s specialisation. The researcher found no
evidence of any bullying into roles. In contrast, in
the process of conducting this research a noteworthy
amount of evidence was induced suggesting the
importance of team work in career development and
as a catalyst for existential driven growth. Having
team mates, allowed learners to move beyond
theoretical scenarios and experience a sense of
realism led to both positive (motivation, energy,
comradeship, confirmation and confidence) and
negative experiences (conflict and tension). These
interactions of storming and forming, then norming
and performing, facilitated an existential process of
disintegration and positive reintegration in which
students saw themselves in a new light and also
recognised the value in placing themselves in
different situations. The first team experience, as
argued becomes a metaphorical fork pushing
learners on a career trajectory, also provided an
opportunity for learners to realise their preferences
and create an identity around a role by finding their
strength within their team.
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